
SECURITY ACCESS CONTROL

ZKTeco provides security and time management solutions.

ZKTeco offers hybrid-biometric identity card verification and 

O2O products and solutions, enterprise big data solutions, visitor 

management, car entrance management, and freight management with 

enterprise hybrid-biometric security platform.

Product Offering

ZKTeco

For Itec to professionally secure your business, allowing you the freedom to focus on what matters - 

all with the convenience of a single contract and point of contact from beginning to end, CLICK HERE.

Security should be top-of-mind, both with physical facilities and 
digital data. Employees should be able to access data when and 
where they need it, as well as feed new intelligence into the 
business, all in a safe environment with minimal threats.

Build a culture against intrusions and breaches, without 
compromising your employees’productivity or safety. Protect 
analytics that give new insights into your business, with real-time 
reporting on strategic data that you can act on swiftly.

SECURITY FIRST SECURITY CULTURE

READERS

Access control readers use different technologies ranging from 

Biometric to Facial recognition, performing tasks like granting 

access to doors, and locking server cabinets, making them essential 

to many access control systems.

METAL DETECTORS

Handheld wands and walk-through detectors are often used 

together to screen for weapons, in locations where large crowds 

are going to gather, such as airports, arenas or sports stadiums. 

TIME & ATTENDANCE

Time and Attendance devices are perfect for HR Managers of small 

or medium sized business, allowing them to more closely monitor 

employee time, reducing admin and saving money.

X-RAY MACHINES

X-ray inspection systems increases the operator’s ability 

to identify potential threats. The device is designed to scan 

briefcases, carry-on baggage and small cargo parcels.

SMART LOCKS

Smart locks make use of biometric technology to control access 

to buildings, providing the ultimate combination of security, 

convenience and access flexibility.

LICENCE PLATE RECOGNITION

License plate recognition enables secure, automated vehicle entry 

into access-controlled facilities. This solution enables automatic 

access and toll collection, traffic analysis, and improvement of law 

enforcement.

TURNSTILES

Turnstiles are compact and cost-effective entrance solutions, 

with smooth and silent operation, low power consumption and 

minimal wear and tear.

BOOM GATES

Boom gates are used to regulate traffic, manage access control, 

or impose high security and they are typically found at level 

(rail) crossings, drawbridges, parking facilities, checkpoints and 

entrances to restricted areas.


